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Dear Readers,
Increasing complexity caused by “Road-
to-Rig-to-Desktop,” real driving emissions, 
and ADAS testing are just a few of the 
challenges confronted by testing solutions 
manufacturers and operators. 

The scope of the scenarios to be tested 
and the data to be processed increases 
exponentially. The main challenge during 
validation is accommodating these tasks 
on a very tight development schedule 
with full cost control. 

This includes the holistic optimization 
of testing operations at test centers as 
well as eff icient data management. Our 
collaborative development and validation 
framework makes the real-time coupling 
of complex simulation models with the 
test rig possible. This ensures that the 
accuracy of the model is fully retained, 
which yields reliable results on hardware- 
and engine-in-the-loop test rigs. Thus, 
following this “Road-to-Rig-to-Desktop” 
approach, the available resources and 
development time are used optimally. 
New types of drive systems powered to 
varying extents by electricity mean we 
need to create the corresponding test 
facilities to meet the new demands, such 

as high battery voltages and electric mo-
tor speeds. With our system engineering 
approach, we also facilitate the eff icient, 
multi-stage benchmarking of hybrid sys-
tems – from the vehicle level down to the 
individual components. 

Regarding soft ware development as 
well as the verification and validation 
of assistance and telematics systems, 
we implement established methods in 
the development of drive systems and 
vehicles. Automated test systems like our 
Telematics System Tester also allow for 
highly eff icient and reproducible valida-
tion of the systems. 

Eff iciency is also one the most import-
ant factors for success in developing em-
bedded soft ware. Our PERSIST soft ware 
architecture also plays a key role in this, 
as it yields high-quality, individual com-
ponents that are reusable.

We hope you enjoy reading our 
SPECTRUM. Feel free to follow us on social 
media to receive the latest updates on FEV.

Dr.-Ing. Martin Rebbert
Group-Vice President
Soft ware & Testing Solutions
FEV Group GmbH
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01 PROCESSES AND METHODS
IntervIew

INTERVIEW

THE FUTURE OF TESTING STARTED LONG AGO
FEV EXPERTS DISCUSS SOLUTIONS FOR EFFICIENT TESTING OPERATIONS

Planners and operators of testing facilities, but also manufacturers of advanced testing equipment solutions, do 
not have an enviable job these days. The demands made on them are too diverse: new vehicle concepts let a wide 
range of development tasks grow, test results have to be ever more precise and generated in ever shorter time 
frames, and costs have to sink at the same time. The circle in which everything runs on the core factors of eff iciency, 
more eff iciency and even more eff iciency has to be figuratively squared. 

Dr. Stefan Trampert, FEV Group Vice President Operations, and Dr. Jürgen Dohmen, FEV Vice President of Soft ware 
& Testing Solutions, talked to SPECTRUM about the challenges and solutions for eff icient testing operations as well 
as the future of testing.
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Dr. Trampert, FEV operates 
nearly 200 testing facilities all 
over the world. To what extent 
do you see the eff ects of new 
vehicle concepts on day-to-
day testing operations there?

Trampert: We have especially noted 
the increasing demand for system and 
component testing facilities for elec-
tric vehicles. These include on the one 
hand battery test capacities, but also 
testing systems for e-motors, electric 
powertrain modules and hybrid pow-
ertrains. So we are currently extending 
our existing capacities in all these ar-
eas. Our development center in China, 
which was just inaugurated last year, 
is already pushing its limits. Here, we 
will upgrade and start the planned sec-

ond expansion stage right now. Within 
the next year additional electric car 
axle testing facilities and resources for 
developing batteries will be installed. 
The climactic chambers for the battery 
testing facility are big enough even for 
large-formatted underfloor batteries 
with significantly more than 100 kWh. 
There are also additional, extremely 
modern testing facilities being set up 
for electric powertrain modules and 
batteries in our location near Paris. At 
our company headquarters in Aachen, 
we are also setting up electric car testing 
facilities. The construction of additional 
chassis dyno test benches for vehicle 
testing is currently in the pipeline. 

With increasing demand, the 
efficiency of the various test-
ing facilities and the speed 
of testing and development 
become key factors. How is 
FEV set up in this regard? 

Trampert: It is true that efficiency in 
testing operations is the linchpin for a 
successful development project. For this 
reason, we introduced around-the-clock 
shift operation at our development test-
ing facilities in Aachen in early 2017. This 
measure, in combination with ever more 
extensive automation of the various 
testing facilities, sustainably increases 
the efficiency, availability and exploit-
able output of the test facilities. That 
way, we can conduct our clients' de-
velopment projects even more quickly. 
In addition, we have set up a program 

within the FEV Group with 
which we are increasing ef-

ficiency in our testing fa-
cilities throughout the 

world. We also work 
with our consult-

ing staff to offer 
this extensive 

efficiency pro-
gram as a 

service for 
our cli-

e n t s . 

To do that, we have translated step-
by-step optimization of a testing fa-
cility into a clearly structured project 
approach with six thematic clusters: 
These include strategic alignment of the 
individual testing facilities, analysis of 
the existing and future product program 
and evaluation of testing capacity that 
will be needed in the future. It also in-
cludes adjustment to the testing facility 
organization, the core competencies 
needed, the testing methods and the 
tools and testing equipment. Especially 
the processes within the testing opera-
tions, such as testing facility planning, 
setup and work planning on the day and 
the night shifts, shift changes, etc., are 
analyzed and optimized.

Dr. Dohmen, how can effi-
ciency in the testing facility 
be optimized from the prod-
uct side? 

Dohmen:  Various software tools are 
assigned an important function in in-
creasing efficiency – data management, 
for example: data, facts and events from 
ongoing operations have to be recorded 
in reproducible form and be retrievable 
at any time. FEVFlex assumes an im-
portant interface function in the test-
ing facility and the testing center here. 
It gets all the operations data for all 
components and automation systems. 
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Dr. Stefan Trampert,
FEV Group Vice President Operations

Dr. Jürgen Dohmen, Vice President FEV 
Soft ware & Testing Solutions

FEVFlex supports important quality 
processes using an implemented 8D 

reporting function
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The data is collected automatically and 
logged in a standardized way. An auto-
mated reporting function with all the 
important parameters for the testing 
facility, item tested, etc., ensures ab-
solute transparency for all clients and 
specialized departments. 

In addition, FEVFlex supports important 
quality processes using an implemented 
8D reporting function. That ensures that 
any problems with testing facility com-
ponents are recorded centrally, recog-
nized by the global device manager and 
the person responsible for the product, 
and remedied on a sustainable basis.

But operating data isn't the 
only data that shows up. 
What does the handling of 
measurement data look like 
in practice? 

Trampert: The interlinking of testing fa-
cilities presumes an important function 
in measurement data and management, 
particularly with personnel changes, 
locations throughout the world and all 
sorts of specialized departments. FEV 
uses an advanced data management 
system developed over the years that, 
among other things, works as an order 
interface between specialized depart-
ments and testing facility personnel 
and makes it possible to automatically 
feed test data into automation based on 
established specifications. The advan-
tage of this system is especially visible 
if different test series that build on each 
other have to be run in different loca-
tions: a test engineer running a series 
of tests with a test vehicle at any testing 
location in the world can describe new 
test series through the test data man-
agement system and ask that they be 
done while he isn't there but based on 
his specifications. Building on these test 
results, he can then start additional test 
series on site. In addition, the system 
and its interfaces make extensive func-
tions available for testing, plausibility 
check and approval of measurement 
results from all sorts of measurement 
systems – and it does so quasi online.

Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL), 
Engine- in-the-Loop (EiL), 
Software-in-the-Loop (SiL) etc.: 
the trend is moving more and 
more toward development 
on all levels at the same time. 
What role does simulation play 
in FEV's product and testing 
world? 

Dohmen: Realistic simulation of compo-
nents that are physically not available 
is, of course, an important element in 
increasing speed and efficiency in the 
testing process and especially in the 
development one. And yes, the trend 
towards more and more "in-the-loop" 
solutions applies here. From the product 
side, we confront these challenges espe-
cially with the help of our collaborative 
development and validation framework 
based on MORPHEE automation. That 
makes it possible to run even complex 
models in "hard" real time in the testing 
facility. But even the physical simulation 
of components assumes an important 
role. For this purpose we have devel-
oped a so called Engine Torque Pulse 
Simulation solution in which the inter-
nal combustion engine in the hybrid 
powertrain test is being simulated by 
an e-motor. The behavior of an elec-
tric car engine is adjusted to that of an 
internal combustion one – including 
shifting strate-
gies, changes in 
rpm and espe-
cially torsional 
and other vibra-
tions. That way, 
varying numbers 
of cylinders and 
high-dynamics 
parameters rel-
evant to inter-
pretation can be 
simulated. The 
advantage of 
such a solution 
is the simplified 
operation of the 
testing facility. A 
key technology 
for such a simu-

lation, in additional to electromechan-
ics, is the high dynamic control system 
for the testing facility. FEV-TOM, our 
proven AC/PM dynamic control system, 
is used in combination with a real-time 
network and our automation.

Trampert: A capability for real-time 
simulation in an actual testing facility 
has an additional advantage: it makes 
it possible to simulate entire real-driv-
ing cycles in the engine testing facility. 
With Engine-in-the-Loop, the engine is 
combined with the virtual drivetrain and 
vehicle components along with a route 
and driver profile. Street driving with var-
ious shifting strategies, rpms and loads, 
as well as differing driver behavior, can 
then be done with real-time networking 
high dynamic test facility systems. So, 
in an early development stage, we can 
simultaneously bring in reliable and 
reproducible results and offer a devel-
opment platform for very quick changes 
in parameters and components.
In perspective, that means we can even 
imagine being able to expand today's 
usual method of online design of ex-
periments (DoE) in the testing facility 
to a total vehicle online calibration in 
the Engine-in-the-Loop testing facility. 
In other words: We don't just use the 
expanded automation capability of 
our engine testing facilities to find out 
about engine calibration. An automat-
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ed, virtual calibration associated with 
expanded online DoE is also used to 
develop shifting strategies or the gear 
ratios for automatic transmissions, to 
set shift points and to automatically 
optimize a number of other vehicle or 
hybrid drive parameters on the basis of 
physical model components.

Dohmen: A key function in this regard 
is played by xCal, our highly efficient 
online and offline tool. It uses global, 
state-of-the-art modeling techniques 
that combine outstanding visualization 
and intuitive user operation. 

Let's take another look into 
the near future: To what extent 
will automated driving func-
tions and driver assistance 
systems change the test land-
scape? 

Dohmen: Expenditures for testing and 
validation for automated vehicles will 
exponentially grow once more. That 
makes completely new release strat-
egies necessary and the need for au-
tomated and simulation solutions will 
continue to grow.

Trampert: Simply because of the num-
ber of test cases, virtual development 
environments like those of Software-
in-the-Loop or Hardware-in-the-Loop 
must take on a major role. Every imag-
inable scenario must also be created 
and validated. Particularly challenging 
is excluding false positives and false 
negatives. Imagine there is a tractor in 
front of you with a 25 km/hour sign on 
the trailer and you want to pass it. 
It is relatively easy to test sen-
sory perception of a sign 
and to accomplish it. 
Changing it into 
a driving strategy 
and a decision, how-
ever, is definitely not triv-
ial: the 25 km/hour sign 
is only a maximum 
speed condi-
tioned by 
the construc-

tion, not a general limitation on speed 
on this stretch of road. The tractor can, 
and should, be passed by the vehicle. 
The emphasis on development and val-
idation of ADAS functions in a fixed test 
facility, meaning neither in the entire 
vehicle on a test track nor in an MiL/HiL 
laboratory, is due to the perception of 
the passenger and the driver and be-
cause of their interference – sometimes 
unexpected – in systems that are driving 
automated. Common vehicle simulators 
with an adjusted man-machine interface 
and a range of functions expanded by 
virtual components or even hardware 
are perfect for that. Bidirectional, re-
al-time coupling of the driving simulator 
with an engine or powertrain testing fa-
cility offers the tester realistic reactions 
for its autonomously driving vehicle. 
If the large number of sensors used are 
to be brought in to perceive the environ-
ment, full vehicle tests are absolutely 
essential. FEV already has a test track 
with various road situations today and 
is continuing to expand it.
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The climactic chambers for the battery 
testing facility in China are big enough 

even for large-formatted underfloor 
batteries that have significantly more 

than 100 kWh.

Dr. Trampert and Dr. 
Dohmen, thank you very 
much for your time. 
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TESTCENTER EFFICIENCYTESTCENTER EFFICIENCY

FUTURE MOBILITY
THE BALANCE BETWEEN COMPLEX TESTING TASKS AND EFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT 
IN TESTING ENVIRONMENTS

The areas of mobility and transportation are undergoing a heavily accelerated process of change. Traditional 
global mega-trends encompass widely diff erentiated user-specific and customer-specific requirements, diff erent 
laws, ever stricter environmental regulations, limited resources and the electrification of drive systems. In addition, 
issues such as autonomous vehicles and customized, on-demand mobility solutions are growing in importance. 
Coming up with solutions and products requires completely new approaches on top of the established technolo-
gies, where constant advancements are needed. Examples of such approaches include digitization, information 
technology and networking. 

FLEXibility  Logbook
 Test Procedure
 Work Order & Task
 Resources
 Media
 Product & Parts
 Planning
 Test Results
 Test Project & 
Configuration
 FEVMOVE
 FEVALYS
 Benchmarking
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The increasing complexity and 
differentiation result in stricter 
requirements that cannot be 
met in acceptable time frames 

at an acceptable cost level using estab-
lished methods and processes. New, 
customized and specifically designed 
solutions and products must be devel-
oped to overcome these challenges.

Over the past years, advanced and 
high-performance simulation processes 
have become established as a main 
pillar in the portfolio of vehicle and 
drive system development. Numerous 
conventional methods of testing and 
proving have been partially or com-
pletely replaced by computer simula-
tion. Increasing system complexity and 
validation requirements today and in 
the future, however, require specifically 
tailored testing solutions to validate 
functional reliability, quality, etc.

Optimize your utilization

Save time and resources

Improve your workflows

The suitably powerful testing capac-
ity available provided in today’s cut-
ting-edge development environment is 
no longer limited to mere logistical and 
technological solutions such as test rigs 
and measurement systems. For services 
to be highly efficient, all stakeholders 
need to be appropriately involved in the 
entire process of development. Besides 
designing and equipping the testing 
environment, this includes areas such 
as personnel structure and expertise, 
methods, operational organization, 
highly efficient logistics, information 
networking, and more.

Future Testing 
Environment Strategies

The design of future testing environ-
ments must be based on medium-term 
and long-term strategic product de-
velopment planning and the testing 
requirements derived from it. They must 
do more than meet the simple engineer-
ing, operational, and logistical require-
ments. In particular, they need to be 
cost-effective, have a balance between 
operating capacity and personnel re-
sources (and ensure they are utilized to 
the greatest possible extent), and assign 
work sensibly between what covers their 
own needs and what is commissioned 
by customers.

Testing Environment 
Organization and 
Processes

The organization and processes of mod-
ern testing environments have changed 
fundamentally in recent years. In the 
past, workers from development de-
partments were often very extensively 
involved in the testing environment 
operations, sometimes even having a 
say in how they were conducted. The 
testing environment staff essentially 
represented the facility’s capacity, re-
sources, and operators. Responsibility 
for defining the testing program and 
performing evaluations rested with the 
engineering department. 
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Over the past few years, various tasks 
have been shifted from engineering to 
the testing environments. Today, many 
testing environment crews are, for the 
most part, independently in charge 
of generating all test results. It takes 
adequate human resources and en-
gineering capacity to perform these 
additional duties. That includes making 
the testing environment responsible for 
all processes and their design as well as 
medium-term and long-term structural 
orientation and investment budgeting.

Staff: Structure and 
Authority

The increasing transfer of numerous 
duties from engineering to the testing 
environment’s area of responsibility is 
creating a need for a greater number of 
engineers in current personnel structures 
and ranges of expertise. In the past, the 
largest share of a testing environment’s 
staff  by far consisted of mechanics and 
some electricians and foremen with very 
few engineers. Today, the percentage 
of technicians and engineers has risen 
sharply. Added to that are IT and other 
specialists of various disciplines, who take 
care of the sophisticated test rig automa-
tion systems, measurement systems, and 
various soft ware tools.

rig and measurement systems, highly 
automated running of test programs, 
integrated computer simulation tools, 
automated evaluation of test runs, and 
databases used to file test results. 

The FEVFLEX information management 
software offered by FEV is a powerful 
solution for managing tasks, procedures, 
devices, media, test objects, test rigs, 
measurement data, and test projects, 
thereby contributing sustainably to a 
testing center’s efficiency. In addition, 
FEV MORPHEE significantly lowers the 
variety of software applications conven-
tionally needed on test rigs. No matter 
if ECU (HIL), component, engine, pow-
ertrain, vehicle, or others: MORPHEE 
adapts to any kind of test environment.

Further reductions in time and costs 
of the development process can be 
achieved with Online and Offline-DoE 
tools for virtual calibration. FEV xCAL 
combines best-in-class modeling algo-
rithms with an intuitive, workflow-based 
interface, thus enabling virtual and ef-
ficient calibration of a wide variety of 
powertrains and other applications. 

Logistics, Plus Flows of 
Information, Materials, 
and Data

Organizing modern testing environment 
operations to be eff icient and econom-
ical requires the implementation of 
processes structured to be eff icient and 
flexible from end to end and which can be 
adapted to meet changing requirements. 
This includes information management, 
which encompasses the handling and 
distribution of all incoming, internally 
circulating, and outgoing information, 
the management of experimental and 
measurement data plus material flows 
and logistics, quality management, and 
more. All primary and support processes 
need to mesh with each other smoothly 
and require continuous assessment, ad-
justment, and optimization.

Working and Testing 
Methods

Today’s advanced testing environments 
already use IT-based methods and tools 
to a large extent for organizing processes 
and performing work. Examples include 
databases used to aid in the preparation 
of project-specific test rig set-up and 
program plans, largely standardized test 

teStInG
01 PROCESSES AND METHODS
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Structure and Equipment

Today’s high-tech testing environments 
provide environmental simulation sys-
tems as well as traditional equipment 
such as test benches for engines, trans-
missions, vehicles, system components, 
and measuring equipment. In the future, 
there will be more new testing systems 
for conducting every test necessary in 
the field of autonomous vehicles. In 
recent years, high-performance com-
puter simulation tools have replaced 
conventional testing methods, with new 
methods and procedures for testing 
being created. One example of this is 
the real-time networking of various sub-

system test rigs with the built-in simu-
lation of the system components of an 
entire powertrain that are not available 
in physical form. 

For instance, FEV and the Institute for 
Combustion Engines (VKA) have devel-
oped the “virtual shaft” as an important 
tool. The test environment consists of 
physically separate test benches that 
are linked by a real-time EtherCAT con-
nection. Thanks to the virtual shaft, the 
dynamometers in both component test 
benches are controlled in such a way 
that system behavior matches that of 
a real mechanical shaft. This enables 
us to recreate interactions – such as 
between an engine and a transmission 

– as early as the prototype stage before 
the two components can be physically 
adapted. That saves valuable time in 
development. Other benefits mainly 
include a protected test environment 
and a high number of options for moni-
toring individual test objects. This way, 
damage to prototypes can be effectively 
prevented. In addition, the virtual shaft 
allows the testing of hybrid powertrain 
combinations that are not yet mechan-
ically compatible and would otherwise 
have to undergo extensive adaptation. 

Written by: 
Peter Stommel

stommel@fev.com
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HYBRID BENCHMARKING

HYBRID SYSTEM BENCHMARKING
SYNERGETIC TESTING, SIMULATION AND DESIGN ASSESSMENT   

FEV has developed a system engineering approach focused on benchmarking. In this approach, the synergetic 
combination of testing, simulation and design assessment provides fundamental information in the concept phase 
of hybrid vehicle development programs. The proposed method includes a multi-level framework – from overall 
vehicle architecture down to detailed component level.  

121212
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As a benchmarking exam-
ple, a P2 plug-in hybrid 
vehicle was evaluated 
with respect to market 
assessment, drivetrain 
layout, components, 

operation strategy and additional start-
ing devices. In the particular case of the 
starter device, the proposed approach 
guarantees correct market positioning 
(in terms e.g. of comfort, NVH, etc.) and 
virtual confirmation of vehicle targets.

Benchmarking 
of P2 PHEV SUV 

The system level analysis of the P2 PHEV 
SUV includes on-road and chassis dyno 
testing, system simulation and final design 
assessment in terms of drivetrain layout, 
components and operation strategy. The 
selected vehicle is a mid-size SUV currently 
available on the European market with a 
P2 hybrid layout. 

Market Analysis 

FEV off ers a comprehensive benchmarking 
database. Depending on the configuration, 
diff erent parameters can be compared with 
each other to evaluate technical solutions 
and evaluate market trends. With respect 
to P2 PHEV SUVs, it can be observed that 
while most OEMs off er P2 PHEV solutions 
featuring a 25–40 km electric range, only 
few vehicles reach 50 km to target the Chi-
nese subsidy limit. However, an increase in 
the electric range up to 70–80 km can be 
expected in the near future due to higher 
regulatory restrictions and technological 
battery improvements (energy density and 
cost per kWh). Concerning installed elec-
tric power, most OEMs currently position 
themselves in the range of 60 kW–100 kW 
as a function of brand identity (“sporty” vs. 
“comfortable”), vehicle mass and projected 
specified electric driving performance. An 
increase in the installed power to approx-
imately 80 kW–110 kW as a function of the 
vehicle mass is also foreseen. Similar con-
clusions can be derived in terms of other 
vehicle targets (e.g. acceleration, maximum 
velocity) and reference component spec-
ifications (e.g. electric machine torque, 
battery size, charging system power).

Vehicle Analysis

In FEV Level 1 benchmarking, actual vehi-
cles are analyzed in terms of performance 
and fuel/energy economy. These proper-
ties are examined by means of minimum, 

non-intrusive testing equipment within 
standard benchmarking procedures, in-
cluding the evaluation of 0–100 km/h 
acceleration, 50–80 km/h elasticity or 
fuel/electric consumption in driving cycles 
relevant to both legislation and real-world 
customers.

In addition to the cross-checking of cata-
logue values, standard driving cycles are 
used within repeatable boundary condi-
tions to analyze and compare the eff ects 
of diff erent powertrain configurations 
and the energy management strategies 
implemented. 

Real-world driving also provides informa-
tion about off -cycle fuel economy, electric 
energy consumption or electric range on 
the one hand and the calibration of driving 
modes depending on battery SOC and 
routing information on the other. 

Powertrain Analysis

In the level 2 assessment, component 
eff iciencies, energy flow and operating 
strategies are analyzed. 

In the first case the transmission clutch 
changes to slipping mode in the beginning 
and P2 EM speed is increased slightly. For 
the subsequent ICE ramp-up, the sepa-
ration clutch between the ICE and P2 is 
closed and P2 torque is increased to crank 
the ICE up to target speed, whereas P2 
speed remains constant. Aft er the ICE is 
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battery improvements (energy density and 
cost per kWh). Concerning installed elec-
tric power, most OEMs currently position 
themselves in the range of 60 kW–100 kW 
as a function of brand identity (“sporty” vs. 
“comfortable”), vehicle mass and projected 
specified electric driving performance. An 
increase in the installed power to approx-
imately 80 kW–110 kW as a function of the 
vehicle mass is also foreseen. Similar con-
clusions can be derived in terms of other 
vehicle targets (e.g. acceleration, maximum 
velocity) and reference component spec-
ifications (e.g. electric machine torque, 
battery size, charging system power).

Vehicle Analysis

In FEV Level 1 benchmarking, actual vehi-
cles are analyzed in terms of performance 
and fuel/energy economy. These proper-
ties are examined by means of minimum, 

Vehicle topology: P2 PHEV 

Front Axle Rear Axle

ICE (Gasoline)

LV Auxiliaries

Charger

C0

A/C

C1

AT

AC
DC

DC
DC

e-GOP
12V Battery

Li-Ion
BatteryEM

Starter
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fired up, driving torque is transferred from 
P2 EM to the ICE before the transmission 
clutch is closed. In the case of an ICE start 
with a dedicated starter the EM operates 
at peak torque before, during and aft er the 
ICE start event until the ICE can take over 
the EM torque. The starting device starts 
the ICE, which is then synchronized and 
connected to the driveshaft  to provide 
torque to the wheels.

These measurements are used, for ex-
ample, to analyze and compare system 
performance in terms of time demand, 
comfort of ICE start and eff ect on hybrid 
operating strategy. The pros and cons for 
each configuration are documented in the 
FEV database, which provides important 
input for the system design. 

During the course of the study, FEV inves-
tigated repeated accelerations of the ve-
hicle in electric driving and hybrid driving 
mode. In the first case, the HV system is 
allowed to work at peak power without 

any requested torque reserve to start the 
ICE due to the presence of the starting 
device. As a consequence, the first electric 
acceleration is aggressive, but the thermal 
derating starts soon thereaft er in the 2nd 

acceleration test.

With hybrid accelerations, there is no 
quantifiable system degradation for 10 re-
petitive 0-100 km/h accelerations. The EM 
is operated up to the continuous torque 
(no thermal derating) and the full load 
periods during the hybrid acceleration 
events are much shorter than for pure 
electric acceleration. 

In general, the results of level 2 benchmark-
ing analyses provide important input for 
the system design in terms of achievable 
performance depending on component 
specifications and control strategy. 

Simulation 

The level 1 simulation approach is typi-
cally used by FEV to support the bench-
marking of electrified vehicles in terms 
of energy management, component as-
sessment and analysis of the operation 
strategy. 

The first step in any simulation activity is 
the collection of the input data and the 
model validation. When benchmarking 
electrified vehicles, this phase is per-
formed by FEV within the course of a multi-
step, systematic approach. First, energy 
consumption at the wheels is determined 
during the propulsion and braking phases. 
Aft erwards the driveline losses are vali-
dated in terms of transmission eff iciency 
and oil warm-up. The electric compo-
nents are then verified based on the cy-
cle time histories of the mechanical and 
electrical signals measured during electric 
driving. Finally, the internal combustion 
engine and the auxiliaries are validated. 

In the course of the study, FEV investigated repeated accelerations of the vehicle in electric driving and 
hybrid driving mode.
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Hybrid Acceleration
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As the P2 EM is capable of starting the engine, no additional starting device is strictly necessary
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A semi-empirical temperature model 
for the ICE is fitted along the measured 
cycles and the fuel consumption time 
history is checked against the measure-
ments. If no component measurements 
for transmission, electric machine, ICE or 
HV Battery are available, the initial map 
is based on the extended FEV database 
and is reshaped aft erwards to match the 
losses measured during constant-speed 
operation. The simulation model is con-
trolled by a rule-based operation strategy, 
parameterized to reflect the operation 
points of the actual vehicle. The result-
ing model is validated with 5% of cycle 
accuracy in terms of fuel economy and 
performance time. 

The simulation model is used to assess the 
powertrain in terms of performance and 
energy economy, component sizing, tech-
nology packages and operation strategy. 
FEV’s system simulation toolchain also 
includes the mathematical optimization 
of the operation strategy along the select-

ed driving cycle by means of Discrete 
Dynamic Programming (DDP). 

Impact on System Design  

During the concept phase of a hybrid 
development program, several details 
need to be fixed in terms of hybrid layout. 
Depending on the integration eff ort, cost 
target, synergies with other platforms and 
requirements in terms of start comfort, 
performance, eff iciency or cold start ca-
pability, the most fitting solution must 
be defined. The selection criteria are 
supported by a dedicated measurements 
campaign and simulation activities.

Specifically, since the P2 EM is capable of 
starting the engine, no additional starting 
device is absolutely necessary. However, 
when using only the P2 for starting the en-
gine, either an acceleration drop during 
the start event can occur for high-load EV 
operation or a power reserve for the ICE 
start must be provided. These drawbacks 

can be avoided by means of an additional 
starting device. 

The cheapest starting device is a 12V 
pinion starter, which fulfills all require-
ments in terms of a reliable engine start 
and especially cold cranking. Belt-driven 
devices are the most suitable to fulfill the 
increased requirements regarding NVH 
and start comfort as well as change-of-
mind scenarios. HV belt starter genera-
tors can also be beneficial, depending on 
the availability of modular components, 
maximum power output and the energy 
reserve of the high voltage (HV) battery.

Written by:
Dr. Markus Espig

espig_m@fev.com

Dr. Michael Stapelbroek
stapelbroek@fev.com

Roberto Zander
zander@fev.com

Felix Glados
glados@fev.com
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T o focus and enhance FEV’s 
capabilities in the areas of 
Infotainment, Telematics, 
ADAS, and Autonomous 
Driving, FEV recently 
formed the Global Center 

of Excellence Smart Vehicle. Included in 
that are also such key topics as Functional 
Safety and Cyber Security.  

Barriers to a Successful 
Program

Each generation of automotive electron-
ics, none more than any of the Smart Vehi-
cle related areas, presents product teams 
with the challenge of finding new ways to 
address an old industry paradox: Develop 
new features and functions in a shorter 

Center of exCellenCe "Smart vehICle"

CONQUERING THE EVER GROWING ELEC-
TRONICS TECHNOLOGIES IN THE VEHICLE 
FEV’S SMART VEHICLE CENTER OF EXCELLENCE 

The features of next generation Smart Vehicle programs pose a major challenge to the automotive industry as OEMs 
race to develop systems which enable reliable, efficient integration of vehicle and cloud-based ecosystems. The FEV 
team is capable and experienced to meet customer’s needs and expectations while delivering a cost-effective and 
reliable solution through the utilization of subject matter and domain expertise and specifically the industry first usage 
of true Smart Vehicle HIL systems. 

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE "SMART VEHICLE"

02 TESTING AND SOFTWARE PRODUCTS

amount of time and at a lower cost.
Within the world of smart vehicles, these 
demands require development to be per-
formed by teams, distributed worldwide, 
working in an agile development environ-
ment with requirements and standards 
that in many cases are little more than 
a guideline.

Inevitably, integrating connectivity or 
ADAS solutions from multiple suppliers 
will result in the identification of incom-
patibilities between components and 
systems.  The issue is further complicated 
by the compromises which are often made 
in the requirements development phase 
of a project.  With deadlines looming, 

OEMs and Tiers are often placed in the 
unenviable position of haggling over who 
is the “least wrong”.

Proven Leaders in Smart 
Vehicle Integration 
Services

The above scenario illustrates why the 
system integrator role is critical to the suc-
cess of smart vehicle related programs. 
FEV’s experience in all phases of product 
development has positioned us to be the 
leader in this space.
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Center of exCellenCe "Smart vehICle"

FEV’s system integration processes and 
tools enable and empower individuals 
from multi-vendor teams to work together. 
The key to this service is utilizing smart 
vehicle component and system experi-
enced technical project management 
and subject matter expert professionals 
who can synergistically work with resourc-
es ranging from software developers to 
validation engineers. These unique FEV 
resources technically understand the is-
sues and have the ability to anticipate 
and communicate any impacts to all 
stakeholders. 

Process examples:

 � Support engineering to remove all technical/non-technical roadblocks
 � Use FEV’s Connected System Thinking methodology to provide 

component as well as system level expertise and experience
 � Task prioritization to maximize efficiency
 � Identification of program issues which require escalation to mitigate 

time drain
 � Application of an integrated and effective approach towards defect 

management and triage
 � Ensure validation resources diagnose the root cause not the symptom
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Powerful Tools

To support the design and en-
gineering capabilities with test-
ing and integration services, FEV 
uses powerful test tools devel-
oped over many years. “With test 
platform tools such as the HMIts 
(Human Machine Interface Test 
System) and TST (Telematics 
System Tester) in our arsenal, we 
have a distinct advantage in the 
discovery of a defects root cause”, 
explained Stephan Tarnutzer, Vice 
President of Electronics at FEV 
North America and Global Center 
of Excellence Smart Vehicle at FEV. 
“These test tools are developed 

by our internal resources, which 
allows us to reconfigure each tool 
rapidly to characterize and iden-
tify root cause when new defects 
are discovered.”

Finally, as a “one-stop shop” for a 
system integration and validation 
project, FEV’s project manage-
ment and validation teams can 
lean on FEV’s in-house embedded 
hardware and soft ware develop-
ment teams to consult on the 
deep dive issues which pose the 
greatest risk to program timing.

FEV has developed an advanced 
automated HMI test system enabling 
24/7 validation of telematics enabled 

multi-media
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Center of exCellenCe "Smart vehICle"

FEV’s multi-phased approach to eff iciently integrate a telematics 
solution as part of an overall Smart Vehicle ecosystem:

Phase:

Phase:

Phase:

Phase:

Specification Development

Collaborative workshops with customers 
to develop robust Telematics Require-
ments, i.e. TCU, TSP, feature implementa-
tion, Cyber Security, Functional Safety, etc.

Project Planning

Combined eff ort with customers to create 
program timing and milestones.

Project Initiation

Vendor Kickoff /Expectations, Test Meth-
odology Development, etc. System Integration Services

End-to-End bench testing and modeling, 
drive testing, root causing defects, etc.

#1
#2

#3
#4

FEV’s preeminent 
Smart Vehicle test 

center featuring the 
robust Telematics 

System Testers (TST) 
which simulates the 
“connected vehicle” 

in a lab environment.
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EMBEDDED SOFTWARE: PROCESS

 FOCUS ON REUSABILITY
ENHANCING AGILE AUTOMOTIVE SOFTWARE PRODUCT LINE DEVELOPMENT BY 
SIMILARITY ANALYSIS

In the automotive domain, the complexity of soft ware functions and the demanded quality standards, e.g. CMMI, ISO 
26262, are still growing, while in the meantime the expected release cycles get shorter and shorter. In addition, the 
vehicle starts to turn into a smart device which is able to interact with its environment and to react autonomously. 
As a consequence, further aspects, such as security or privacy, receive a higher prioritization.

20

vehicle starts to turn into a smart device which is able to interact with its environment and to react autonomously. 
As a consequence, further aspects, such as security or privacy, receive a higher prioritization.
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This up-to-date scenario 
is a great example for 
the frequently changing 
and hardly predictable 
demands in today’s au-
tomotive industry. 

 �  Who can ensure that features which 
are identified as necessary today 
will be required in a similar form 
tomorrow?
 �  What is the adequate time frame for 
long-term strategies in the context 
of shorter and shorter release 
periods?

Soft ware Product Line 
Development Focused on 
Application Engineering

FEV searched for a SPL development 
method which provides essential feed-
back for the SPL during daily project work 
but reduces the additional eff ort for the 
projects to a minimum. The method does 
not require long-term decisions, keeps the 
SPL up-to-date and identifies new poten-
tial for reusable components is needed.

The main important development ar-
tifacts used during this process are the 
reference architecture, project archi-
tecture, component specification, test 
cases and the component implemen-
tation. The proposed method follows a 
component-based project-first approach: 
This means that the main item of the 
soft ware architecture is a component 
and any specification for a component is 
first raised during project development. A 
component will only be considered to be 
redesigned in a more general way, if it is 
proven that a corresponding demand is 
given and a general component is a real-
istic opportunity within several projects. 
In addition, AE shall gain most benefit 
from the already established product 
line and components which are currently 
developed in diff erent projects, without 
being slowed down by the burden of being 
dependent of generalized components. 

FEV’s PERSIST (powertrain control archi-
tecture enabling reusable soft ware devel-
opment for intelligent system tailoring) 
was established to give first answers to 
these questions. This approach introduces 
agile methods to be able to react flexibly 
on requirement changes and to reduce the 
duration of one development cycle and 
project quality risks due to continuous in-
tegration. Nevertheless, the establishment 
and maintenance of a Soft ware Product 
Line (SPL) in the context of the daily work 
of a supplier has to face several ongoing 
projects in parallel. As a consequence, 
an approach is required which allows the 
project teams to focus on the implemen-
tation of the required product, while it is 
possible to continuously establish and 
maintain a SPL in parallel with minimized 
eff ort. Therefore, it is necessary to further 
extend the collaboration between Agile 
Soft ware Development (ASD) and Soft -
ware Product Line Engineering (SPLE), 
resulting in Agile Soft ware Product Line 
Engineering (APLE).

THE POTENTIAL DEGENERATION OF AN 
ESTABLISHED PRODUCT LINE CAN BE 
OBSERVED CONTINUOUSLY AND A 
SYNCHRONIZATION BETWEEN PRODUCT 
AND PRODUCT LINE CAN BE PERFORMED 
ITERATIVELY
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Step by Step Process

1 In the first step, a new component is 
specified. This is done by performing 
a first draft  of the interface with a 

related functional description. 

2 In addition, its position in the soft -
ware architecture is estimated. This 
is done by considering the reference 

architecture of the SPL. In the context of 
PERSIST, components are hierarchically 
arranged in a set of compositions. If a 
suitable component can be identified, 
which seems to be similar or identical to 
the specified component, the name and 
location of the component will be adapted 
to the reference architecture. This is the 
first step, where the SPL supports the proj-
ect development. Complex architectural 
decisions can oft en be supported by ex-
periences from the past which are stored 
in the reference architecture.

3 In case the component cannot 
be mapped, a specific position in 
the project’s soft ware architecture 

needs to be defined.

4 In a second step the decision made 
in step 3 is reevaluated by the SPL 
team to avoid any false negatives.

THE POTENTIAL DEGENERATION OF AN 
ESTABLISHED PRODUCT LINE CAN BE 
OBSERVED CONTINUOUSLY AND A SYN-
CHRONIZATION BETWEEN PRODUCT AND 
PRODUCT LINE CAN BE PERFORMED 
ITERATIVELY

5 If the component cannot be 
matched, the complete imple-
mentation will be performed from 

scratch. The new component is added to 
the reference architecture aft er its location 
has been agreed on. 
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Method for agile soft ware product line 
development: The colored activities rep-
resent activities which are performed by 

the SPL team, while the white ones are 
performed during projects.
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6 If the component specified in 
the context of the project can be 
mapped to a component an ex-

trinsical equality regarding the reference 
architecture can be established. This con-
nection cannot only be used to compare 
the component under development with 
general components of the SPL but also 
to compare it with other individual, but 
extrinsical, equal components from dif-
ferent projects. 

In addition further analysis can be per-
formed on structural (interfaces) and se-
mantical (test cases, function models) level.

7 If a candidate with a similarity lower 
than 100% is identified, this can-
didate can be used by the project 

team to finalize their own specification 
and the implementation can be based 
on the provided development artifacts.
The project team does not spend any 
additional eff ort on implementing a re-
usable component which is able to fulfil 
the requirements of both or more similar 
components. The identified similarities 
are only used to speed up the project 
development.

8 In a parallel step the SPL team 
evaluates if the identified similari-
ties provide enough potential for a 

general reusable component. Based on 
the amount of similar components and 
the degree of similarity on structural and 
semantical level a decision has to be made 
whether to implement the component 
based on a similar component [7] or to 
proceed to step [9]: If the potential is high 
enough, the SPL team will implement a 
general component which can then be 
reused in further projects [9].

9The proposed steps ensure that 
the project teams always specify 
components which are as close 

as possible to the already established 
reference architecture and available 
components. In the best case general 
components can directly be reused. 
Additionally all derivations of the refer-
ence architecture can automatically be 
spotted and the degree of variation can 
be evaluated. Therefore the potential 
degeneration of an established prod-
uct line can be observed continuously 
and a synchronization between prod-
uct and product line can be performed 
iteratively.

Evaluation

Activities 1 to 5 are already well estab-
lished, while for activity 6 and 8 the 
necessary automatization is currently 

being finalized. General components, 
which are used in several projects, have 
already been established, but are always 
based on intensive manual reviews or a 
proactive approach. The possibility to 
investigate a given reference architecture 
during the specification of a new com-
ponent is not noticed as an additional 
eff ort. Instead the reference architecture 
provides helpful information to perform 
architectural decisions.

In the current status the reference ar-
chitecture consists of 219 components, 
whereas 125 (57%) components have 
no extrinsically equal match. 94 (43%) 
components of the reference architecture 
are part of more than one project and 61 
(28%) of these components are also part 
of at least three projects.

Conclusion

The proposed approach provides the 
possibility of realizing the project-driv-
en implementation work directly in the 
project without losing the benefits of a 
corresponding SPL. Each project team 
can benefit from the established reference 
architecture to speed up architectural 
decisions, while the similarity analysis 
can provide additional foundations for 
the actual implementation. 

Written by:
Christoph Schulze

schulze_c@fev.com

Dr. Johannes Richenhagen 
richenhagen@fev.com

THE PROPOSED APPROACH PROVIDES 
THE POSSIBILITY OF REALIZING THE 
PROJECT-DRIVEN IMPLEMENTATION 
WORK DIRECTLY IN THE PROJECT WITH-
OUT LOSING THE BENEFITS OF A CORRE-
SPONDING SPL
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FEV MAKES SOFTWARE QUALITY 
MEASURABLE   
METRICS-BASED STRATEGIES FOR QUALITY ASSURANCE OF AUTOMOTIVE 
EMBEDDED SOFTWARE

Digitalization and high innovative demand drive future key technologies in the automotive industry. Increasing 
software complexity is met by rigorous quality and safety standards, but strict resource constraints on projects are 
limiting time spent on quality assurance (QA). Therefore, FEV has developed a tailored, optimized QA strategy that is 
scientifically sound to improve efficiency and quality in software projects. Based on data derived from 13 customer 
projects, the impact of strategic decisions on the quality of the resulting software was examined, thus leading to a 
better understanding of how high quality can be achieved and quantified appropriately.

e
EMBEDDED SOFTWARE: QUALITY

24

 THE DATA OF 13 
AUTOMOTIVE SOFTWARE 
PROJECTS WAS ANALYZED
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Focus of the Study

Two major subjects are the primary fo-
cus of FEV’s research. First, the aim is to 
analyze, formalize and then capture the 
quality of a software product using the 
appropriate metrics. The second goal is 
to identify how specific properties of the 
quality assurance strategy influence the 
outcome of a project. 

A pragmatic approach to defining software 
product quality is its segmentation into 
intrinsic and extrinsic facets. Extrinsic 
quality is most often judged on the basis 
of the customer’s satisfaction, whereas 
intrinsic quality can best be quantified 
using established product quality models, 
such as that found in the ISO 25010. 

Key of the Study 

For the purpose of the initial study, FEV 
limited the scope of investigation to cer-
tain properties proposed by the ISO 25010. 
Relevant quality characteristics were then 

quantified using a set of metrics. Most 
notably, the requirements conformity 
and residual defect ratio were considered. 

The data from 13 automotive software 
projects was gathered and analyzed in 
order to validate the correlation between 
metric and de facto product quality and 
to identify any relationships to specific 
QA strategies. Statistical models, such 
as correlation coefficients and ANOVA 
(Analysis of Variance), were considered 
for analysis purposes. 

Results 

The research showed that customer sat-
isfaction is strongly correlated with both 
requirements conformance (positive cor-
relation) and residual defect ratio (nega-
tive correlation), which indicates a strong 
linear relationship between these metrics. 
We make the reasonable assumption that 
intrinsic and extrinsic product quality 
strongly correlate with each other. Then, 
both metrics – requirement conformance 

and residual defect ratio – appear to be 
suitable indicators for intrinsic product 
quality, since customer satisfaction is 
regarded as the major marker for extrinsic 
quality in literature. 

Outlook

Lastly, the impact of different quality as-
surance strategies on a project’s outcome 
was analyzed by first surveying which test 
methods were applied (respectively), and 
then examining the relationship between 
these properties and the identified quality 
indicators. First results here are promising, 
and FEV is confident that it will enable the 
profound derivation of an effective and 
efficient QA strategy in upcoming projects.

Written by:
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kugler@fev.com

Ralf Maquet
maquet@fev.com
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(ISO 25010) 
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REVOLUTION OF CURRENT DEVELOPMENT 
AND VALIDATION PROCESSES
FEV’S COLLABORATIVE FRAMEWORK

FEV’s model-based, collaborative development and validation framework meets the needs of development, test 
and calibration engineers facing the challenges of the new WLTP and RDE (Real Driving Emissions) cycles, e-mobil-
ity and autonomous driving. It has replaced cumbersome and complex methodologies using numerous diff erent 
techniques and tools with a revolutionary cross-disciplinary approach: a scalable platform making it possible to 
size and validate the powertrain and its electronics at a desk before accompanying it through the subsequent 
phases, from the HiL and powertrain test rigs to the roads tests.

ROAD-RIG-DESKTOP
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Developers are facing an increasing complexity of sys-
tems and a multiplication of powertrain variants while 
time-to-market is shortened more and more. In the 
past, this contradiction was addressed via frontloading 

of development steps in the sequential V-cycle of powertrain 
development and via raising the eff iciency of testing facilities. 

With the recent introduction of RDE cycles and the inclusion of 
e.g. temperature and altitude influences, the contradiction is 
even magnified and emphasizes the need for new approaches 
in powertrain development. Frontloading must be combined 
with a parallelization of development steps, thus leading to a 
multidimensional Road-to-Rig-to-Desktop approach. 
A decisive enabler for this multidimensional approach is the 
exchangeability of models as well as a continuous improvement 
of these models between sequential and parallel development 

 FEV’S FRAMEWORK HAS 
BEEN USED VERY SUCCESS-
FULLY ON NUMEROUS PROJ-
ECTS AND HAS UNDERGONE 
CONSTANT IMPROVEMENT 
AND ENHANCEMENT

steps. Another challenge is the usage of linked benchmark, 
simulation and measurement data in the development. Against 
this background, FEV has developed a combined model-based 
development and validation framework with an eff ective infor-
mation management solution. 
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A Collaborative Validation 
Framework

This framework revolutionizes current de-
velopment and validation processes. Until 
now, the processes were sequenced with 
separate development teams and stages 
and validation milestones at each stage. 
There were two reasons for this: first, the 
presence of physical prototypes bringing 
each validation stage to an end and sec-
ond the inability of soft ware tools to be 
cross-disciplinary from design to valida-
tion on the road, and thus to accompany 
the models and test procedures with any 
degree of precision to the test beds and 
the road. This is no longer the case with 
the FEV collaborative framework, which 
is based on the MORPHEE soft ware suite.
MORPHEE was originally introduced as a 
test bed automation system with a smart, 
real-time data management capacity. Its 
original functions have been extended to 
include co-simulation, in its MORPHEE 
xMOD version for simulation activities: 

diff erent models created via diff erent 
tools, such as AMESim, GT-Suite, Dymola, 
Flowmaster and MATLAB-SIMULINK can 
interact on the same platform. It’s there-
fore possible to represent the diff erent 
vehicle and engine components and to 
simulate their interactions. MORPHEE 
xMOD can be used e.g. to validate a new 
hybrid powertrain concept or to scale the 
air circuit of a new engine, its turbo and 
its EGR system by evaluating pollutant 
emissions and fuel consumption, etc. 

In the subsequent stages (Hardware-
in-the-Loop, Engine-in-the-Loop), the 
real-time MORPHEE are called on and in 
these stages, the physical components are 
introduced: These components include 
the ECU (engine control unit), the EMS 
(energy management system), the BMS 
(battery management system) and the 

internal combustion engine, the elec-
tric motor, the battery, etc. The physical 
components are combined with simu-
lated models representing the vehicle, 
the driver or the road: at each stage, the 
physical component can be validated in 
an environment extremely close to that 
of the entire vehicle and to real driving 
conditions. 

Hard Real Time

The major disadvantage at this stage is 
very oft en the necessity to simplify respec-
tively downgrade the models, to ensure 
real time model execution at the test bed. 
As a result the tests become less represen-
tative. This is where the FEV framework, 
based on MORPHEE, distinguishes itself: 
FEV’s solution is 10 to 40 times faster than 
anything else available on the market. The 

 COMPLEX MODELS CAN BE EXECUTED 
IN “HARD” REAL TIME AT THE TEST BED
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precision of the model is retained in its en-
tirety because even complex models can 
be executed in “hard” real time at the test 
bed. This framework has been used very 
successfully on numerous projects and 
has undergone constant improvement 
and enhancement. Dr. Hassen Hadjamor, 
Product Group Leader at FEV Soft ware and 
Testing Solutions, explains the necessity 
of hard real time very clearly: “We’re facing 
an increasing complexity of hybrid and 
electric powertrains while challenging 
legislative WLTP and RDE cycles are in-
troduced. Without executing complex 
models in hard real time, it is impossible 
to obtain precise results on the HiL or 
engine test bed: quick prototyping on 
the HiL test bed or calibrating ECU’s at 
engine test beds would no longer be an 
option. MORPHEE xMOD enables satis-
factory results even under complex and 
challenging conditions.”

V-CAP, Virtual Calibration 
Platform

This framework off ers a wide variety of 
applications. For example, V-CAP, the 
virtual calibration platform, can be used 
to calibrate ECU functionalities by means 
of simulation in accordance with the 
new transient WLTC, WHTC operating 
cycles thereby saving up to 30% of the 
physical tests. 

The V-CAP virtual platform is a unique 
solution which can validate and pre-cali-
brate the powertrain ECU on the computer 
or HiL test bed, instead of on the engine 
test bed, vehicle test bed or on the road: 
it models all the physical elements of the 
test bed or road test (e.g. the combustion 
engine, its air loop and the exhaust gas 
aft ertreatment system, the vehicle and 
its driver). This platform is unique, as the 
various tasks can be performed from a 
single PC and using a single coordination 
soft ware, MORPHEE. This is the major 

innovation off ered by V-CAP: it speeds 
up exchanges between the simulation, 
control, calibration and testing teams; it 
enables engineers to concentrate on their 
work and not on their tools; it reduces 
the risks of errors inherent when working 
with multiple soft ware systems, thanks 
to the outstanding time-management 
capabilities of MORPHEE; it retains the 
initial accuracy of the models, thereby 
ensuring optimal representativeness of 
the tests. This results in a 3 to 10% dif-
ference in NOx emissions depending on 
DoE reference test repeatability, which 
meets the required performance level for 
calibration tests. 

Three Levels of Refinement

V-CAP comes in three levels of refine-
ment. The first level is a pure soft ware 
solution and is intended for developing 
ECU control strategies. The second level is 
incorporated into a base HiL test bed and 
enables for ECU calibration. In the third 
level, also the harness and the actuators 
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are included at the full size HiL test bed. 
With allowing IO-tests, this level is already 
close to the later vehicle configuration. 

MORPHEE as Key Enabler

To properly understand the advantages of 
V-CAP, we must compare it, for example 
on a HiL test bed, to a calibration process 
using simulation and without the FEV ap-
proach. While the usual process requires 
four CPU and five diff erent soft ware tools 

(a simulation tool, a calibration tool, an 
automation tool…), FEV's solution uses 
only one PC and one soft ware for all these 
operations, in addition to that used for 
the application soft ware. All these tasks 
are performed within MORPHEE, which is 
simple and intuitive to use: the models, 
HMIs, tests and all the other elements are 
kept throughout the process, from the MiL 
(Model-in-the-Loop) to the HiL. They can 
also be kept subsequently on the engine 
test bed and vehicle test bed. 

 V-CAP CAN SAVE UP TO 30% 
OF THE PHYSICAL TESTS

The VCAP HiL cabinet is available as a 
standard FEV solution: As such it is avail-
able in a trolley version connected to 
the ECU, and also to other accessories 
(e.g. injectors, throttle, EGR valve and 
the actuator of the turbocharger) on the 
version including the engine wiring har-
ness. The cabinet includes all the FEV 
(MIO) input and output and simulation 
signal modules, including common rail 
pressure, intake air pressure, particulate 
filter pressure, the position of camshaft  

and crankshaft  e.g. catalytic converter 
inlet and outlet temperatures.

Easy Interfacing with 
3rd Party Components

If a customer already has a hardware solu-
tion which he wants to keep, V-CAP is flex-
ible: the MORPHEE soft ware can interface 
with it. Other scenarios: the customer has 
a calibration or automation system which 
he has been using for years, and he wants 

to keep it to avoid disruption to his test 
bed teams. In this case, MORPHEE can 
exchange with his systems, most of which 
it knows well. 

V-CAP can also be off ered as a standalone 
solution where the user would be respon-
sible for integrating his own models, or 
alternatively he could use our powertrain 
engineering service: the teams at FEV have 
been using extremely elaborate models 
for years, for example for combustion, the 
air loop or the exhaust gas aft ertreatment 
system. FEV provides a full know how 
transfer to allow the customer to realize 
the creation and the integration of new 
models.

V-CAP is therefore a powerful application 
which perfectly illustrates the philosophy 
of FEV's products: a unique virtual work 
environment simulating vehicle bench 
and road tests using MORPHEE – the FEV 
Collaborative Framework. 

Written by:
Régis de Bonnaventure

bonnaventure@fev.com

Physical Models

ECU Models

MORPHEE
Simulation

Module Models

MIL Platform HIL test bed with the real ECU HIL test bed with the real ECU with 
its harness and actuator

Statistical Models

Three levels of V-CAP
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The Collaborative Framework: 
Benefits at a glance

 �     Unique collaborative framework
 �     Advanced simulation approach
 �     Cutting-edge testing solutions
 �     Outstanding validation products

The Collaborative Framework: Process
01 MODEL TO REAL

Multi-Model Co-Simulation

02 MODEL TO REAL

Virtual and Real Experimentation

03 MODEL TO REAL

Real Driving Certification
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FEV XMOD PUT INTO PRACTICE
REAL-TIME SIMULATION MEETS HYBRID POWERTRAIN 

To ensure a reasonable development time of these future complex hybrid powertrains, while maximizing their 
eff iciency, and improving the early prediction of the vehicle behavior, advanced tools and methodologies are 
mandatory. Relying on its long and proven experience in testing activities, its strong expertise in developing and 
providing competitive testing products like MORPHEE, and on its recognized know-how in using simulation to create 
advanced and innovative solutions, FEV decided to merge real and virtual worlds to create and off er a Hybrid Tool 
Chain to overcome these challenges. This 3-step Hybrid Tool Chain is a practical solution, from the Model-in-the-
Loop front-loading phase to the X-in-the-Loop validation phases, “X” standing for combustion engine, battery or 
electric motor for instance.

FEV’S COLLABORATIVE FRAMEWORK

32
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FEV’s Hybrid Tool Chain 

To ensure the optimization of the devel-
opment of hybrid powertrains and energy 
management system (EMS), and benefit 
from simulation-based methodologies, 
FEV proposes to use a dedicated HiL step, 
which allows a seamless transition be-
tween the MiL and EiL phases, to create 
the Hybrid Tool Chain. This Hybrid Tool 
Chain relies on FEV’s advanced co-simu-
lation platform xMOD, a platform which 
combines an integration environment for 
various heterogeneous models, together 
with a virtual test laboratory, and off ers a 
range of diff erent functionalities, such as 
the integration of heterogeneous models, 
the protection of the model contents, 
when they are imported, the virtual in-
strumentation, or the test automation. 
Moreover, xMOD provides simulation 
functions in various simulation schemes: 
real-time, extended time or as soon as 
possible, which are really useful features 
for MiL, HiL and EiL environments. 

The Hybrid Tool Chain 
in Use 

In this first step of the Hybrid Tool Chain, 
the objective is to set-up a full hybrid vehi-
cle model of the targeted application, and 
integrate it in the xMOD environment. To 

that purpose, FEV uses classical simula-
tion tools and soft ware available 

on the market. The vehicle 
modelled is a parallel 

hybrid with an automated manual trans-
mission.

The simulation is made in a forward 
approach with a 1D model for the ve-
hicle and drivetrain components. Cycle 
set points are sent to a driver model in 
Simulink. According to these set points 
the driver generates accelerator and 
brake targets for the vehicle supervisory 
system and transmission target for the 
gearbox and clutch. The vehicle super-
visory system interprets the accelerator 
and braking targets, manages the energy 
in the battery, the torque split between 
the combustion engine and the electric 
motor, and the drivetrain mode between 
Electric Vehicle (EV) and Hybrid Electric 
Vehicle (HEV) modes.

Energy Management 
System

The Energy Management System (EMS) is 
located in the vehicle supervisory model. 
First it estimates the power needed to 
propel the vehicle and the power need-
ed to follow the battery state of charge 
requirements. With this power demand, 
it chooses if the vehicle must run in EV 
mode or HEV mode according to cus-
tomizable power levels. In EV mode all 
the torque is provided by the electric 
motor. As a consequence, the vehicle 
supervisory system passes all the torque 
targets from the driver, to the electric 
motor. In HEV mode, the torque demand 
is split between the electric motor and the 
combustion engine, to optimize the sys-
tem’s eff iciency. In HEV mode the torque 
demand is not only the torque asked by 
the driver to move the vehicle, but also 
a torque estimated to meet battery state 

of charge target. 

Integration in 
xMOD platform

The integration pro-
cess in xMOD is 

c o m p o s e d 
of 3 main 

steps. 

First, the hybrid vehicle model is tested 
in a fixed step co-simulation environment, 
to validate the functional behavior of 
the platform, and ensure, in the end, the 
real time ability. Then, the hybrid vehicle 
model is split into blocks that represent 
the diff erent parts of the Virtual Test Bed 
and Engine-in-the-Loop configurations:

 � Block 1: “Test automation block” 
that sends the cycle set points and 
manages the information transfer 
between the blocks. It emulates the 
automation system environment 
that  is integrated into MORPHEE at 
steps 2 and 3.

 � Block 2: “Vehicle, Driver, Energy 
Management System and Drivetrain 
models” contains all the models, 
except the combustion engine 
model.

 � Block 3: “Combustion Engine 
model with its test bed 
environment” contains the 
combustion engine model, and the 
correct inputs and outputs that are 
required at steps 2 and 3.

Finally, these three “blocks” are compiled 
with the xMOD target, and then integrated 
into xMOD). At this step a Human Ma-
chine Interface (HMI), or dashboard, is 
also created to be able to visualize the 

Using xMOD means:

 �  Using a unified representation of all 
heterogeneous models that is simple 
and complete enough for them to be 
integrated and co-simulated, and for 
the model contents to be protected.

 �  Abstracting the modelling language 
through a virtual instrumentation, 
such that the models can be easily 
understood by people other than 
those who created them, or by people 
who do not have knowledge of the 
languages in which they were written.

 �  Focusing on using the models 
(they are always built in the usual 
modelling environments), and 
providing ergonomically designed 
features for interacting with the 
simulations, running the tests and 
using the results.

33
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interesting variables and to have access 
to the relevant parameters of the sys-
tem. Once this platform is set-up, the 
hybrid vehicle model capability to follow 
the driving cycle as well as the behavior 
of the energy management system are 
validated. 

Set-Up of the Virtual Test 
Bed

Once this first xMOD simulation platform 
of the hybrid vehicle is created, the sec-
ond step, called Virtual Test Bed (VTB), 
becomes relevant. It consists in coupling 
the xMOD simulation platform, to a test-
bed computer, and start the preparation 
and the validation of the communication 
protocol. One of the objectives of the 
VTB is also to allow test bench engineers 
and technicians to prepare their test pro-
cedures. The VTB must thus be able to 
represent, in a virtual environment, the 
main behaviors of the engine test bench.

Benefiting from all the work performed 
in step 1, the following steps are fast:

 � Integration of the full hybrid vehicle 
model and the EMS on the 2nd 
computer.

 � Extraction of the combustion engine 
model with the test bed environment 
models, and integrating them in the 
3rd computer.

Another advantage of the Virtual Test Bed 
is the possibility to develop and validate 
specific test procedures, before being at 
the real engine test bench. For instance, 
a specific component to master stop and 
start of the engine was developed, tested 
and validated at this HiL step. Finally, 
this “3 computer configuration” of the 
VTB allows to validate the whole com-
munication protocol and the engine test 
bench procedures, to train the engine test 
bench team, and ensures the consistency 
of the simulation results, in a real time 
environment. 

Set-Up of the Final EiL 
Environment

Due to the previous work done in steps 
1 and 2, this last step is pretty fast and 
does not require extra human resources 
compared to a classical calibration test 
phase: At first, the standard test bench 
procedure to put the previously prepared 
engine is done. Then the engine installa-

tion validation protocol is followed up, in 
order to ensure the safety of the people 
and the protection of the engine. Then the 
engine can be started and the test bench 
automation system proper functioning is 
checked: control loops, and plausibility 
measurements for instance. Depending 
on the “fresh” state or not of the engine, 
a run-in phase can be performed. It was 
not necessary to do so with the engine 
of this study.

Finally the simulation computer can be 
disconnected from the VTB and direct-
ly connected to the bench automation 
system (via an S-Link communication 
protocol). The test bench procedure 
can be downloaded from the MORPHEE 
computer of the VTB, directly from the 
network, and uploaded on the test bench 
computer.

As soon as all the devices are connected, 
the test bench operator has access to a 
library containing diff erent drive cycles. 
During the test cycle, MORPHEE sends 
the parameters related to the driving con-
ditions to xMOD, especially the vehicle 
speed, and gets back from the vehicle 
and its driver models, the desired oper-

Clutch 1 Clutch 2

Engine

Battery

E-Motor Gearbox

Parallel hybrid powertrain
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MiL configuration containing 3 main blocks

Thermal 
Engine
Models

Thermal and Fluid
Models

Hybrid
Vehicle Model

(gearbox, vehicle
driver, battery,

electric motor and 
EMS)

1 3

2

Duo
model
with its
control

Test Automation
Model

ating point of the engine (engine speed 
/ engine torque). Then MORPHEE directly 
controls the engine speed by driving the 
dyno and the engine load via a simulation 
of pedal signals.

During the automatized test cycle, no 
intervention from the test bench oper-
ator is required. The engine is started 
and stopped automatically and all data 
(bench sensors, ECU data, xMOD sim-
ulated variables and parameters) are 
collected in the same data file.

The operator can thus focus on calibrating 
the  EMS, thanks to the dashboards of 
xMOD, or can, for instance, modify  the 
parameters of the hybrid vehicle (mass, 
gearbox ratios or battery capacity for 
instance).

One additional advantage of using this 
Hybrid Tool Chain, and xMOD, is also 
the possibility to keep, inside the xMOD 
computer, an engine model at the 
EiL step. In that case, xMOD is able to 
send the simulated engine variables to 
MORPHEE and these values can be com-
pared to the measurements. It makes thus 
a strong and reliable monitoring of the 
engine and the acquisition system pos-
sible in order to detect or anticipate any 
malfunction by comparing physical data 
with the engine model outputs, and thus 
save a lot of time and money by stopping 
the test procedure, as soon as an incoher-
ence is detected.

Outlook

The Hybrid Tool Chain is an already fully 
eff icient tool chain for hybrid powertrain 
development. It off ers a lot of addition-
al functionalities which are required to 
develop and validate Advanced Driver 
Assistance System (ADAS) for instance. 
Moreover, the versatile and open xMOD 
co-simulation platform can allow the 
integration of additional models like en-
vironment or traff ic models. 

Written by:
Davy Politsch

politsch@fev.com
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READY FOR FUTURE MOBILITY  
FEV'S E-MOTOR TEST BEDS 

Electromobility is constantly increasing in importance, and is currently a significant part of daily challenges. Hybrid 
and electric vehicles continue to represent a minority, but the number of research projects is increasing rapidly. FEV 
guides its customers on the path to electric mobility and offers solutions for multifaceted and complex challenges.

E-MOTOR TESTING

e-motor teStInG
02 TESTING AND SOFTWARE PRODUCTS

FEV IS CURRENTLY DELIVERING 
E-MOTOR TEST RIGS WITH 20,000 RPM 
SPEED CAPABILITY. FUTURE TEST BEDS 
WILL BE CAPABLE OF UP TO 

 30,000 RPM
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New Drives,  
New Challenges

In addition to various hybrid concepts, 
the focus is on fully electric drives. As a 
development service provider, FEV manu-
factures and distributes test bed compo-
nents and complete test beds with which 
drive components can be tested. 

Components such as high capacity en-
ergy storage devices (traction batteries), 
inverters and electric motors are relatively 
new and have no application in conven-
tional drive concepts. In addition to the 
quality of individual components, their 
combined application in vehicles must 
also be ensured. Manufacturers and sup-
pliers face a wide range of requirements. 
For example, both hybrid solutions and 
purely electric drives require the most 
modern, high-capacity energy storage 
devices. The currents and voltages em-
ployed in these reach up to 1,500 amperes 
or 1,000 volts, respectively. Consequently, 
test beds must be oriented according to 
the corresponding safety conditions, and 
employees must be trained.

Component Tests

The testing of an electric motor for mobile 
application in a vehicle should absolutely 
be compared to that for a combustion 
engine. However, the individual compo-
nents such as inverters and batteries are 
also tested separately. Special battery test 
rigs enable tests of battery cells, battery 
packs, and complete traction batteries. 
In order to test the lifespan of the batter-
ies, for example, these are subjected to 
different charging and discharging cycles 
in climatic chambers.
Decisive differences from combus-
tion engines can be found in the 
use of current as the drive 
power and in the far higher 
rotational speeds of elec-
tric motors. Two years ago, 
the maximum rotational 
speed was limited to about 
15,000 rpm. FEV is currently 
delivering E-Motor test rigs with 20,000 
rpm speed capability. Future test beds 
will be capable of up to 30,000 rpm.  

System Tests
The components are also tested together, 
and as closely to reality as possible, in the 
context of a system test. In this context, 
it is necessary to consider both hybrid 
drives, meaning the integration of electri-
cal components into the powertrain, and 
purely electric drive concepts. In addition 
to traditional drive concepts, there is now 
a so-called “E-axis” coming into play. This 
involves a highly integrated electric drive 
unit, arising from the combination of an 
electric motor, transmission, inverter and 
control unit.

The inspection of the E-axis is carried out 
by connecting right and left dynamome-
ters in order to emulate road stress.

Additional challenges arise from the test-
ing requirements, the design, and the 
electrical system components. In addition 
to the familiar driver-vehicle simulation, a 
simulation of climatic conditions is also 
carried out. This involves trials in tem-
peratures ranging from -40°C to 120°C. 
Comprehensive conditioning systems for 
the test subject's cooling media, high-pre-
cision measurements of rotational speed, 
torque, voltage and current are only a 
few of the new challenges FEV meets in 
this area in order to be able 
to offer expert solutions.

The Service Range of FEV 

FEV operates, plans and implements 
electromobility test beds for internal and 
external customers. This involves the use 
of FEV dynamometers and conditioning 
systems as well as tailor-made solutions 
for customer-specific requirements. The 
MORPHEE automation system offers a 
high degree of flexibility and simple con-
figuration for various test bench types. 
In addition, FEV not only supplies the 
interfaces necessary for the integration of 
power analyzers (measurement of voltage 
and currents of up to 1,500 A and 1,000 V), 
but also provides its customers with ad-
vice on the configuration of test rigs with 
regard to safety and machinery directives 
for the achievement of CE conformity. 

Written by:
Thomas Reißner

reissner@fev.com
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CONNECTED VEHICLE VALIDATION 2.0
FEV TST: EARLY VALIDATION OF CONNECTED VEHICLE SYSTEMS AND CYBER SECURITY

Vehicle apps, smartphone connections, GPS, Bluetooth, WiFi, 4G/LTE, and soon 5G are just a few of connectivity 
features a modern car has: Connected Vehicle is no longer a vision but has become reality and along with it serious 
complexity and challenges (i.e. Cyber Security) for the integration of all these features and functions into the Smart 
Vehicle eco-system. As a leading development services provider, FEV has supported these developments from their 
formative stages and has developed unique expertise from development, implementation, integration, through 
validation. To support these various program development cycles or stages FEV has developed the “Telematics 
System Tester” (FEV TST) which has become an important tool for integrating and validating increasingly complex 
connected vehicle components and systems, even when used in the very early development stages. This test sys-
tem enables the simulation of relevant connected vehicle components, applications as well as signals and data in 
a controlled environment with the ability to also replay recorded scenarios. Aft er successfully completing several 
series-production development, integration, and validation projects with connected vehicles, the project results 
indicate that the FEV TST is able to reduce time and eff ort by up to 30%, which is especially relevant in the context 
of shortening innovation cycles. Further, tremendous benefits are achieved using this test system platform for 
continuous and regression testing including for Cyber Security.

TELEMATICS SYSTEM TESTER
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“In today’s connected vehicle and certain-
ly tomorrow’s Smart Vehicles, connectiv-
ity will be a must-have upon which not 
only telematics and infotainment systems 
rely on but also the coming autonomous 
driving features. Con-
nectivity will enable 
the Smart Vehicle and 
its reliability will allow 
OEMs to off er a wide 
range of additional 
applications for the 
driver and society as 
a whole”, explained 
Stephan Tarnutzer, 
Vice President Elec-
tronics and Global 
Center of Excellence 
Smart Vehicle at FEV. 
“The vehicle of the 
future will be part of 
the Internet of Things 
(IoT) contributing Terra-bytes of data and 
receiving or consuming large amounts of 
data when driving from various sources 
both inside and certainly outside the ve-
hicle.” For this reason, Connected Vehicle 
systems need to be validated on an “end-
to-end” basis with a Connected System 
Thinking approach and methodology, 
where the vehicle is only one part of the 
system. In addition to the “standard or 

traditional” vehicle functions, all of 
the other services and commu-

nication structures must 
also be considered 

during the val-
idation phase 

as well as all com-
ponents outside of the 

car (cloud, back-end, apps, 
etc.). Not the least of the challenges 

associated with the Connected Vehicle is 
Cyber Security for which new threats are 

to be addressed and validated on a 
daily basis. “A system valida-

tion that meets all these 
demands can only be 

tackled successfully 
through the use of auto-

mated test systems or the task is 
overwhelming and there are not enough 

people to do this work manually, reliably, 
and consistently”, resumed Tarnutzer.

Complex Connected 
Vehicle Systems

The FEV TST platform makes it possible 
to simulate relevant signals and data in 

a controlled en-
vironment or to 
replay recorded 
scenarios. These 
signals include the 
vehicle communi-
cation buses, cel-
lular network, GPS, 
Bluetooth, and WiFi 
and the simulation 
of Smartphone 
apps as well as 
connection to the 
Internet for back-
end services, which 
are necessary in 
order to develop 

the required use cases for the connected 
vehicle system and used for end-to-end 
testing. In addition, the FEV TST can simu-
late diff erent scenarios for mobile network 
and GPS signals. For example, the influ-
ence of weak or bounced satellite signals 
or tower-to-tower cellular signal hand-over 
scenarios can already be assessed in the 
laboratory. “With FEV’s TST the connected 
system under test can be validated easily 
and in a short amount of time against hun-
dreds of diff erent scenarios and evaluated in 
a controlled environment”, outlined Tarnu-
tzer. “An additional back-off ice application 
maps a simulated chain of information – for 
example, the data flow of a door opening 
command from the smartphone, over 
the backend, to the vehicle’s telemat-
ics unit and the vehicle’s CAN bus.”
The latest addition to the FEV TST 
platform is for the automation 
of various Cyber Security re-
lated tests involving various 
industry standard cyber 
attack tools through the 
numerous threat vectors 
present in a car (i.e. Blue-
tooth, WiFi, CAN, etc.) and 

simulated on the TST.  The FEV system 
allows for the automation of such Cyber 
Security related testing and validation which 
is very helpful during development as well 
as regression testing.  The TST has shown to 
reduce the manual testing eff ort related to 
such activities by over 50% allowing resourc-
es to be deployed for other types of testing.

Early Development

Modern connectivity systems for a car 
alone usually consist of over 5 diff erent 
components, usually from diff erent sup-
pliers.  Frequently, not all of these compo-
nents are available at the same time during 
the development phase for integration 
and validation testing. The FEV TST can be 
included from the beginning in the process 
to support the development eff ort as well 
as test and validation.  The FEV TST can be 
configured so that it closely simulates the 
real system to quickly help verify require-
ments for each of these components.  For 
the Cyber Security related tasks within a 
development program, the TST can sup-
port such activities as well from the start 
and help identify cyber security imple-
mentation gaps in components early on.

Written by:
Stephan Tarnutzer

starnutzer@fev.com

MODERN SMART 
VEHICLES HAVE UP 
TO 100 CONTROL 
UNITS, HAVE COM-
BINED SOFTWARE 
WITH OVER 100 
MILLION LINES OF 
CODE, AND GENER-
ATE CLOSE TO A 
TERRA-BYTE OF 
DATA

FEV’s Telematics System Testers 
(TST) simulates the connected 

vehicle in a lab environment.
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FEV AIRRATE  
CONTACT-FREE MEASUREMENT OF COMBUSTION AIR ON ENGINE TEST BENCHES

Significantly increased requirements regarding the environmental compatibility of combustion engines require 
more specific measures for reductions in consumption and emissions. Every modification to the engine must be 
examined on a test bench with regard to its impact on emissions and fuel consumption, among other things. In 
this context, the exact measurement of the combustion air mass flow is very important. For this purpose, FEV has 
developed the FEV AirRate, which is now available in an improved and completely redesigned version. The AirRate 
is used for the contactless measurement of gas velocity, pressure, humidity, and temperature of the combustion 
air on engine test benches. The air mass flow in kg/h is calculated and displayed using these parameters. 

AIRRATE
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High Measurement 
Accuracy 

The ultrasonic gas flow meter with 8 
ultrasonic transducers in 4 measure-
ment paths enables very high accuracy 
in measurement throughout the entire 
measurement area. The extremely fast 
response time of the system ensures re-
producible air quantity measurements, 
even for highly dynamic processes in the 
induction tract. Due to the low pressure 
loss in the AirRate measurement section, 
engine behavior is not aff ected. Due to the 
large measurement range spread of the 
AirRate 100 and AirRate 150 measurement 
systems, the complete range, from single 
cylinder engines to heavy duty engines, 
can be covered with only 2 device sizes.

Compact Design 
in a Single Casing

The AirRate requires very little space; 
thanks to the compact design, the en-
tire measurement technology fits in a 
single casing, and there is no need for 
wiring between the measuring unit and 
the output unit. 

The flow rectifiers integrated in the device 
eff ectively reduce turbulence in the com-
bustion air, thereby enabling the system, 
for example, to be installed directly behind 
a pipe elbow without any extension of the 
inflow section whatsoever. Integration in 
test benches, with or without combustion 
air conditioning, is thus very easy, as is a 
quick conversion for operation with or 
without AirRate.

Clear Operation 

During the redesign, special attention 
was paid to an increase in measurement 
frequency and simple and clear oper-
ation.

Compared to the previous device, the 
measurement frequency has more than 
doubled; in addition to pressure and 
temperature measurements, a humidity 
measurement has been added for mass 
determination. The four-path design with 
a total of eight titanium ultrasonic sen-
sors guarantees very high accuracy in 
measurement, even under diff icult flow 
conditions. In addition, a plausibility 
check is carried out between the paths, 
so that the drift  of a path can be detected 
and reported. Due to the path compen-
sation functionality, the malfunction of 
an entire path can be compensated for 
by the device, with no loss of measure-
ment accuracy.

The AirRate is operated via the 7” touch-
screen display with easily readable 
graphic elements, via the web browser, 
or via the WiFi interface. The latter in par-
ticular enables very easy operation and 
settings adjustments – even in diff icult 
and inaccessible installation conditions 
– through the use of a smartphone, for 
example.

All settings are password protected; as 
a result, any unauthorized or accidental 
incorrect adjustment of the settings is 
excluded. The operation surface and the 
web menus are available in several lan-
guages and can be expanded by the user.

Low Maintenance and 
Calibration Requirements 

In addition to the power output (4 to 
20 mA), a tension output is now also 
available (0 to 10 V). The series interface 
with the AK protocol is fully compatible 
with the previous version. A simple re-
placement is therefore possible, since 
the mechanical connection dimensions 
were maintained. The AK protocol is also 
available via TCP/IP in addition to the 
series interface.

The pressure, temperature, and humidity 
sensors all communicate via a digital bus 
protocol. This enables them to be easi-
ly replaced by factory-calibrated spare 
parts in case of a defect; a recalibration 
of the device is not necessary in this case.

The calibration interval of the AirRate is 2 
years and is therefore significantly better 
than comparable hot film measuring de-
vices with a 6-month calibration interval. 
Upon request, a DAkkS calibration of the 
AirRate is possible.

Written By
Dr. Jan Widdershoven

widdershoven@fev.com

Markus Fröschen
froeschen@fev.com
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MEET MORE THAN 4,300 FEV EXPERTS 
IN OUR INTERNATIONAL 

ENGINEERING AND SERVICE CENTERS
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JOIN OUR UPCOMING CONFERENCE

ZERO CO2 

MOBILITY
9th - 10th NOVEMBER 2017,

HOTEL QUELLENHOF, AACHEN

For more information please visit: fev-events.com

06.09.-07.09.2017

10.09.-14.09.2017

19.09-21.09.2017

26.09.-27.09.2017

28.09.-29.09.2017

SEPTEMBER

Cenex LCV - Low Carbon Vehicle Event 2017

13th International Conference on Engines & Vehicles - 
ICE 2017

Testing Expo China

19th MTZ Conference - VPC Simulation and Test 2017

16th Conference - 
The Working Process of the Internal Combustion Engine

Millbrook, United Kingdom

Capri, Italy

Shanghai, China

Hanau, Germany

Graz, Austria

05.07.-06.07.2017

05.07.-06.07.2017

11.07.-12.07.2017

11.07.-12.07.2017

International VDI Congress - Drivetrain for Vehicles

FEV Future Mobility Conference 

FEV Conference - Diesel Powertrains 3.0

Automotive Acoustics Conference 2017 - 
4th International ATZ Conference Vehicle Acoustics

Bonn, Germany

Shanghai, China

Ludwigsburg, Germany

Zurich/ Ruschlikon, Swiss

UPCOMING EVENTS

MEET MORE THAN 4,300 FEV EXPERTS 
IN OUR INTERNATIONAL 

ENGINEERING AND SERVICE CENTERS
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CONTACT

FEV Europe GmbH
Neuenhofstraße 181
52078 Aachen
Germany 

Phone +49 241 5689-0
Fax +49 241 5689-119
 
marketing@fev.com

www.fev.com

FEV North America, Inc.
4554 Glenmeade Lane  
Auburn Hills,  
MI 48326-1766 ∙ USA
 
Phone +1 248 373-6000
Fax +1 248 373-8084 

marketing@fev-et.com

FEV India Pvt, Ltd.
Technical Center India
A-21, Talegaon MIDC
Tal Maval District ∙ Pune-
410 507 ∙ India
 
Phone +91 2114 666 - 000
 
fev-india@fev.com

FEV Beijing Vehicle  
Development Center
168 Huada Road,  
Yanjiao High-Tech Zone
065201 Sanhe City  
Langfang Hebei Province ∙
China
 
Phone +86 10 80 84 11 68
fev-china@fev.com


